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Belfast deserves some recognition as a cabinet-making centre with its own distinct person
ality. The minutes of the ‘Belfast Cabinet Club’, established in 1788, and the local 
agreement printed in 1822 as the Belfast Book o f Prices1 help to illustrate that the city 
supported a community of native cabinet makers who produced, for Belfast and its region, 
goods of an urbane nature and design which were quite different from those produced in the 
rest of Ireland. This furniture clearly had connections with local rural vernacular tradition 
but it was primarily intended to supply the needs of a flourishing and industrial city area 
with a rapidly-increasing professional population.

The minute book of the Cabinet Club includes a record of committee men and officers 
appointed between 1788 and 1790, society rules and resolutions, minutes of some meetings 
held at dates between 1789 and 1809 and a list of tickets issued to members between 1788 
and 1830. From this incomplete sequence of information, the most immediately useful 
insights are to be found amongst the rules and resolutions which appear (although the pages 
are undated) to have been made before the appointment of the first committee. Resolution 
three, stating that: ‘the interest of our meeting is for the better encouragement of other 
travelling journeymen and by no means meant to be detrimental to our employers but for 
the good of the trade’ can probably be seen as a conciliatory statement aimed directly at the 
employers. The subsequent resolutions concerning prices were no doubt of more serious 
concern to the journeymen and they are of great interest because they indicate the existence 
of a local piece-work rate agreement or list of prices which preceded the printed book of 
prices (launched in 1822). Perhaps the most significant resolution is number five, which 
states: ‘That we shall support each other as brethren and abide by such measures as we think 
most prudent and that we shall not work for any except those that will agree to our prices’ . 
A book of prices is specifically mentioned in resolution nine: ‘That any piece of work that is 
settled in the society which is not in the book of prices the secty. is to book it with the man’s 
name that made it if neglecting to be fined 2s 6V2d ’ These declarations seem to indicate that 
the club had agreed on its own prices but whether or not the ‘book of prices’ referred to was 
of their own compilation is unclear. It is possible that they were using the recently-launched 
Cabinet Makers’ London Book o f Prices, to which they gradually added local specifications 
until they were able to publish their own book.

Of the recorded minutes of club meetings the most fascinating concern the case of an 
employer named Getty who had attempted to import a consignment of chairs from London, 
clearly intending to sell them in Belfast. The general meeting called on 18 May 1809 
unanimously agreed to prevent the consignment from entering any part of Getty’s premises, 
including workshop or wareroom. The matter throws interesting light on the nature of 
furniture imported from London, for these chairs were apparently ‘unfinished’ — perhaps 
in component form or simply undecorated. Members of the trade were forbidden by the 
club to assist in the finishing of these articles, but it was decided that they could be permitted
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to allow through the four pattern chairs included in the load ‘providing they be of different 
sorts’ . As an angry postscript, the members extended their embargo to include bed posts and 
‘any other kind of furniture injurious to the workmen’ . Mass-produced furniture compo
nents from London were seen as a pernicious threat to the home trade and it is likely that 
Belfast was not the only regional centre in which such protective measures were taken by 
local journeymen.

If it is fair to assume that the membership of the Belfast Cabinet Club was truly 
representative of the community of journeymen cabinet makers in the city, then the 
comprehensive lists of tickets issued, which appear in the club minutes, are an excellent 
guide to the number of cabinet makers who served the rapidly rising population between 
1788 and 1830. In the first year of operation twenty-two members were admitted to the club 
and an average of five new members joined each year up to 1830. The population of Belfast 
has been estimated at over zo,ooo in 1790 and by 18 3 1 it had increased to 53,ooo.2 It is 
clear that the membership of the Cabinet Club did not keep pace with the increase in general 
population. However, the society can be seen to have thrived steadily, their apparent success 
culminating in the publication of a Book o f Prices in i8zz. A much larger price book was 
issued in 1836,3 by which time the society’s original name of ‘Cabinet Club’ had been 
dropped.

The Belfast Cabinet-Makers’ Book o f Prices, i8zz, is a substantial volume of izo  pages 
of text (including tables) and five full-page plates. The book was published under the 
auspices of both Masters and Journeymen of Belfast and, unusually, it includes the names of 
thirteen employers who were signatories to the agreement.4 The title-page of the copy 
referred to here is missing, and until a complete copy is located or supporting information 
found, the identity of the printer will remain unknown.

The preface of the Belfast book is copied directly from the Edinburgh Book o f  Prices for 
Manufacturing Cabinet Work, 1805, but with the name ‘Belfast’ being substituted for 
‘Edinburgh’ throughout. It is perhaps likely that the preface was taken not from the 
Edinburgh Book of 1805, but from the more recent revised edition of 1 8zi, which included 
the same wording and which could have been the model used by the Belfast Society.

If during the eighteenth century the cabinet makers of Belfast had connections with 
London, then, by the nineteenth century, they can be seen to have been drawn very definitely 
into the orbit of the Scottish trade. Scotland and Ulster have maintained strong cultural 
links since the first settlements in the early seventeenth century but in terms of design, the 
connections were particularly strong in the nineteenth century. Buildings such as Belfast 
Castle (1870) are testimony to the taste for Scottish Baronial architecture and the 
prevalence of such furniture types as the ‘yoke back’ chair (Fig. 7) in Northern Ireland can 
be seen as a definite reflection of Scottish design traditions. Early nineteenth-century 
furniture can be found in Northern Ireland which represents a clear combination of Scottish 
type and Irish decorative motifs (Fig. 9) and in some important instances, furniture was 
commissioned, by Northern Irish patrons, from prominent Scottish makers. For instance, 
Crom Castle in Co. Fermanagh, built between 1834 and 1836, was furnished by William 
Trotter’s firm in Edinburgh5 and then re-fumished by that company after a fire at Crom in 
18 4 1.

The repertoire of furniture to be found in the Belfast Book o f Prices is distinctive, but can 
be seen to reflea Scottish taste in several important areas. Specifications for sideboards in
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the Belfast and Edinburgh hooks are directly comparable and both feature stage tops, the 
characteristic Scottish form. The Belfast hook however uses different terminology calling its 
stage 'a step on top of the sideboard’ and this feature is of smaller dimensions than the stages 
described in Scottish examples. Pembroke tables of both plain and pillar and claw type 
described in the Belfast book follow the Scottish pattern in that the drawers can be divided 
for three canisters, and specifications for tea chests (described in Belfast terminology as ‘tea 
stores’ ) are c o m p a r a b le .A n  analysis of similar types and the order in which they are 
specified indicates that the E d i n b u r g h  H o o k  o f  P rices  of 1 821  was indeed the model upon 
which the Helfast H o o k  o f  P r ice s  of 1 822  was based, but it is also clear that the attention of 
the Belfast journeymen was not restricted narrowly to this source.

The Belfast book is different from its Edinburgh predecessor in that it covers other aspects 
of the furniture trade including clock-case and chair manufacture; and the patterns for clock 
cases, for instance, can be seen to be similar to those current in (Glasgow and its region. T h e  
G l a s g o w  H o o k  o f  P r ic e s , 1 809, carries a specification for a round headed clock case with 
reeded columns and this is reflected in a corresponding pattern and price in the Belfast book 
(p. 3 5). Examples of surviving round-headed long case clocks of this period are numerous in 
Glasgow and Belfast, differing only in the nature of their carved decoration. Rope-moulding 
is common in Belfast examples. 1

1. Belfast High Street, showing part of the Old Quay. From G. N. Wright, 
Ireland Illustrated, 1831.

Ulster Museum
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2. Belfast Book o f  Prices, 1822, page 1
Courtesy of U.C.A.T.T.
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3. Belfast B ook  o f  Prices, 1822 plate I
Courtesy of U.C.A.T.T.
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4. Belfast Book o f Prices, i8zz , plate II (lower part missing)
Courtesy of U.C.A.T.T.



5- Belfast Book o f Prices, i 8zz, plate III. No. i shows profile of ‘Clare back’
Courtesy of U.C.A.T.T.



6. Belfast Book o f  Prices, i 822, plate V
Courtesy of U.C.A.T.T.



7- Page of designs from Christie &C Miller’s Catalogue o f  Furniture, Falkirk, c. 1880, 
showing two Scottish lowland chair types. Nos 22, z6 , 27, 29, 30, 37, 38 are of a 

‘yoke back’ design type also common in Northern Ireland
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8. T he  E d i n b u r g h  C h a i r  M a k e r s ’ B o o k  o f  P r ic e s , 1815, p la te  V I I ,  N o . 1 show s the  
type o f  a rm  described in  Belfast as a ‘ C rane N e ck  A rm ’
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9. Irish pier table, mahogany, c. 1830 with front supports of truss design and a 
characteristic rope moulding across the front. (Sold Christie's 8 February 1990, lot 108)

The inclusion of three printed sides of specifications for chairs in the Belfast Book of 
Brices indicates that the city did not support a separate chairmakers’ society with its own 
price book. However the chair designs are very distinctive and they provide invaluable 
information about Irish and Northern Irish chairmaking traditions. For their principal chair 
type, the compilers looked not to Scotland but to Southern Ireland for the plain ‘Clare Back’ 
chair (which was specified in variations including a child’ s version with a table). The form of 
this specific type of chair back is illustrated in plate 111 (no. 1) of the book (Fig. 5). Backs 
were offered in a number of variants including top rails which could be ‘cut’ or shaped with 
a single scallop at either end (Fig. 5, nos 3 and 4). The term ‘ Clare B ack’ is used to indicate a 
particular method of construction, but the specific meaning of ‘ back’ in the Belfast 
cabinet-makers’ language appears to refer to the stiles of a chair: as in ‘A top rail framed in 
between the backs’ .

Chair arms are described in terms apparently unique to the Belfast Book o f  Prices, but the 
types can be seen to exist in chairmaking traditions elsewhere. ‘Crane neck arm ’ for instance 
is a wonderfully apposite term for an arm of curved profile put down on a turned stump.
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This type of arm is very common in Scottish lowland tradition7 and is illustrated in The 
Edinburgh Chair-Makers' Book o f Prices, 1825 (reprinted 1870) (Fig. 8). ‘Piper arm’ is 
another term particular to the Belfast book; it denotes a chair arm of rounded section like 
the shaft of a clay pipe. The repertoire of chair designs is wide, ranging from stylish patterns 
for veneering and decorating with carved details or brass stringing to a group of utilitarian 
patterns for cheap chairs. This last category of patterns would have been useful both to the 
country chairmaker and the urban supplier of sturdy common furniture for institutional or 
domestic use. The most inexpensive type offered is a ‘Chair for painting, straight backs, and 
tapered front legs, rush bottom’ at 2s. Slightly more expensive is ‘An Oak Chair, let down 
toprail, and wood bottom’ and ‘A Chair for cane seat and painting’ with turned legs and a 
shaped toprail, which was probably suitable for use in a bedroom or as a simple fly chair.

Other simple types suitable for use in either city or country households included two 
models of sofa bed, one with four posts and ‘a circular roof’ (p. 37). Only two designs for 
sofas were carried, either ‘plain’ or ‘Grecian’,8 the latter with a host of extras including the 
obscure reference ‘Roping grimmets, per dozen of ropes — 0.0.9.’.9 Much of the termin
ology appearing in the Belfast Book o f  Prices is unique to the area, but some words do have 
obvious connections with Scottish usage, serving as useful illustrations of the strong links 
between Lowland Scots and the Ulster Tongue. ‘Garduvine Case’ for instance, a term used 
in the Belfast book to denote a small case for holding wine bottles or decanters was a term 
commonly used in Glasgow and the west coast of Scotland. It can be seen regularly in early 
nineteenth-century advertisements for sales of house contents appearing in the Glasgow 
Herald. In the Edinburgh Book o f Prices, 18 2 1, the same item is described as a ‘Liquor 
Case’ .

Apart from the Clare Back Chair, distinctive specifications in the Belfast Book o f Prices 
include two options for tray-top sideboards. This is an interesting and functional extra not 
found in either Scottish or London price books. The Belfast book offers ‘a tray round the 
back and ends of the sideboard . . . ’ and ‘a tray, ten inches broad or under, to receive slides’ 
(both p. 22). A decorative detail worth highlighting as a local characteristic is the option for 
letting in ‘Roped pannels’ in the knees of rounded sideboard legs. ‘Lyre ends’ for sofa tables 
(Fig. 4) would seem to be a characteristic local design feature, particularly considering the 
revival in the early nineteenth century of the harp as the ancient national instrument of 
Ireland.10 However, the lyre as a classical motif is very different from the Celtic harp and 
appears to have little connection with such a revival. Interestingly, lyre ends of exactly the 
same type are illustrated in the Edinburgh Book o f Prices, 18 1 1 .

Further comparison can be made between specifications in the Belfast Book o f  Prices and 
those appearing in the London Cabinet Makers' Union Book o f  Prices, 18 1 1 .  At least one 
item, the ‘Straight Front Enclosed Pier table’, appears to have been chosen from this source 
for inclusion in the Belfast publication. Cases such as this indicate that the Belfast 
journeymen were astute in their compilation, selecting not only from a repertoire of 
locally-established types, but also from the contents of a wide range of available price books 
from England and Scotland, from which they would take and perhaps adapt items for which 
they knew a market existed in Belfast. The manuscript draft of the 1836 Book of Prices, 
which is included amongst the Belfast Cabinet Makers’ documents deposited at the Modern 
Records Centre, University of Warwick, reveals further useful information about the 
preparatory stages involved in the compilation of a price book. The manuscript shows that

B*
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several model specifications for different furniture types were contributed by each journey
man, resulting in a long list in which prices varied and many items were repeated. Although 
it has not been possible to compare this manuscript list with the final printed version, it 
seems clear that the journeymens’ joint list would provide the raw material for a much- 
condensed printed book which, due to this method of production, would prove to be truly 
representative of trade requirements. Whether or not this was common practice in other 
regional centres during the nineteenth century, only further price-book research will show.
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